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Peter Missing and Hackbert - Redirect EP

01 Redirect (Original) 05:44 min.
02 Time Is Evolution 06:24
03 Redirect (Minimal Version) 05:40
04 Law Of One 06:29
05 Redirect (Robert Templa Techno Remix) 6:50

Genre: 

Electro – Industrial - Techno – Noise – Spoken Words

new ep REDIRECT from peter missing (nyc) and 
hackbert (berlin) is a collaborative venture combining 
industrial and electronic music with the message / 
redirect the conciousness and plant a seed. The music 
is a celebration album for 40 years in music of missing 
foundation.

all albums can be found at missing foundation: 
bandcamp (link)

Tree Branches, Metal, Vocals: Peter Missing
Engineer, Electronics: Hackbert
Recorded at GL Audio / BLO Ateliers Berlin
Produced by Hackbert and Missing Foundation

the mf logo, a champagne glass on 3 bars, means, in 
keeping with the times: „the party is over“.

Peter Missing: Instagram / wiki
Hackbert and Robert Templa: b-ashra.de
Separated Beats website

redirect:

redirect
we direct
the conciousness
internal external
existence
from the sky... another galaxy
a bright light appears
speaking in numbers
geometric designs
inner life
introspection.. private thought..
imagination
awareness of ...awareness
programs simulate
embody conciousness
your mind to redirect
from inside
to the stars ....our final journey
lights from the himmel
written in the fields
descend from above
small lights crisscross
signs all around... speaking in numbers
dimensions of genetic
geometric designs
knowledge in a simulation
from the sky.. pyramids turning
three lights entering our airspace
spinning with no direction
the ancients are back !
with  new message for you
there is much pain... but there is still time
we despise deception
time travel... another galaxy
369
speaking in numbers...introspection
private thought... imagination
awareness of ...awareness

we despise deception

Klangwirkstoff Records / Separated Beats
Naunynstr. 61
10997 Berlin
Tel: +40 30 6142401 
Separated Beats website

if you need press releases in english or german, the prin-
table cover or any other infos, please write an email to: 
label@separatedbeats.de.

prelisten: separatedbeats.bandcamp.com
E-Mail: label@separatedbeats.de
Booking: booking@separatedbeats.de.de
Mastered by Bert Olke: mastering@gl-audio.de

Separated Beats is a Sublabel of Klangwirkstoff Records

time is evolution:

nam myoho renge kyo
plant a seed
time is evolution
a realization
renews itself
we forgot how to live on the 
earth
dancing in fantasy ..lost in a 
strobe           
spiritual vacancy ..reality
as the eagle flies overhead
we travel to the spiritual world
we are the same DNA as a tree
we are from the earth
climate change is evolution
cleaning of the planet
every 26000 years
time is evolution
nam myoho renge kyo
plant a seed
time is evolution
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